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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic
Ž .zero and let U L be its enveloping algebra with quotient division ring
Ž .D L . Let H L be a Lie subalgebra of L. Some time ago Jacques Alev
brought the following open question to our attention:
Let H be a maximal commutative subalgebra of L. Does this imply that
Ž . Ž . Ž .D H is a maximal commutative subfield of D L ?
This is quite a natural question to ask, since the analogous result holds
for the quotient division ring of a group ring AG, where A is a commuta-
 tive integral domain and G is a torsion-free nilpotent group 16, p. 162 .
Alev’s question has a negative answer, however. This leads us to look for a
Ž .necessary and sufficient condition in order for D H to be a maximal
Ž . Ž .subfield of D L Theorem 7 . This condition is satisfied if H is a
commutative polarization with respect to a regular linear functional f L*
and the converse holds in the case L is ad-algebraic. This phenomenon
occurs frequently in the nilpotent case, but never in the semi-simple case.
Special attention is given to the situation where dim H 1 and also in the
case L is a semi-direct product gH, where H is a commutative ideal of
L. For instance, if k is algebraically closed then the above condition always
holds if g is a simple Lie algebra, with dim g dim H, acting irreducibly
on H. In a forthcoming joint paper with A. Elashvili, commutative polar-
 izations will be exhibited in some large classes of Lie algebras 9 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic
zero, and let H  L be a subalgebra of L. Choose a basis
x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x of L such that x , . . . , x is a basis of H. Then the1 p p	1 n 1 p
Ž .  symmetric algebra S L 
 k X , . . . , X is the direct sum of the sub-1 n
qŽ . Ž .spaces S L of homogeneous polynomials in X , . . . , X of degree q.1 n
Ž . Ž .Next, let s : S L U L be the symmetrization, i.e., the canonical linear
Ž .isomorphism which maps each product y  y , y  L, into 1q! Ý y1 q i  Ž1.
 4 y , where this sum ranges over all permutations  of 1, . . . , q . Its Žq.
 Ž . Ž .restriction s : S H U H is the corresponding symmetrization.SŽ H .
Ž . Ž .Now, let U be the canonical filtration of U L . The associatedq q 0
Ž .graded algebra can be identified with S L by the PoincareBirkhoffWitt´
theorem. The elements uU U are said to be of degree q, andq q1
 u  u mod U is called the leading term of u. All nonzero elementsq1
Ž .      Ž . Ž . Ž .u,  U L satisfy u  u  and deg u  deg u 	 deg  .
Ž .If a a 	 	a , a  0, is the decomposition of a S L intoq 0 q
Ž iŽ ..  Ž .homogeneous components a  S L then we note that s a  a . Wei q
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ždenote by R L resp. D L the quotient field resp., the quotient division
. Ž . Ž Ž ..ring of S L resp., U L . Every derivation EDer L acts as a deriva-
Ž . Ž . qtion in both R L and D L , leaving stable the subspaces S and U , andq
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..commutes with s i.e., Es a  s Ea for all a S L . An element
Ž .uU L is called an eigenvector w.r.t. ad H with weight H* if
Ž . Ž .ad h u   h u for all hH.
Ž .ad H Ž Ž .ad H . ŽFinally, we denote by R L resp. D L the subfield resp.
. Ž . Ž Ž ..subdivision ring of elements of R L resp. D L annihilated by all ad h,
Ž .ad H Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .hH. Note that D L is the centralizer C D H of D H in D L .
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let a, b be nonzero elements of S L .
Ž . Ž .1 If ab S H then so are a and b.
Ž .2 If ab is an eigenector w.r.t. ad H then so are a and b.
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 This follows from the fact that S L can be considered the
Ž . polynomial algebra S H X , . . . , X in the variables X , . . . , Xp	1 n p	1 n
Ž .with coefficients in S H .
Ž .2 This can be shown in the same fashion as was used in Lemma 8 of
 11, p. 103 .
Ž .ad HLEMMA 2. R L is generated as a field by elements of the form
1 Ž .ad Hab  R L where a and b are nonzero homogeneous eigenectors w.r.t.
iŽ . jŽ .ad H, i.e., a S L , b S L for some i, j, and we can find a H*
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that ad h a   h a and ad h b   h b for all hH.
 Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 of 13, p. 70 .
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 The following is Proposition 2.19 of 11, p. 74 .
LEMMA 3. Let H be a solable Lie subalgebra of L such that each ad h,L
Ž .hH, is trigonalizable as it is when k is algebraically closed . Then any
Ž Ž .. 1 Ž .element of C D H is of the form u where u,  U L are nonzero
eigenectors w.r.t ad H with the same weight.
PROPOSITION 4. Let H be a solable Lie subalgebra of L such that ad hL
Ž Ž ..is trigonalizable for each hH. Then C D H is generated as a skew field
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .by elements of the form s a s b where a, b S L are nonzero relatiely
prime eigenectors with respect to ad H with the same weight.
Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. For any nonzero w C D H we let d w be the minimum of
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .all sums deg u 	 deg  such that w u , where u,  U L are
nonzero eigenvectors w.r.t. ad H with the same weight. This is well defined
by Lemma 3.
Ž Ž ..Let K be the subdivision ring of C D H generated by elements of the
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .form s a s b where a, b S L are relatively prime eigenvectors w.r.t.
Ž Ž ..ad H with the same weight. Now, take a nonzero w C D H . We want
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...to show by induction on d w that w K hence K C D H .
Ž . Ž .1 d w  0. Then w k K.
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .2 d w  1. We may write w u where u,  U L are
Ž .nonzero ad H-eigenvectors with the same weight H* such that d w
Ž . Ž . deg u 	 deg  .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let a, b S L such that s a  u and s b  . Then we see that:
s ad h a   h a  s ad h a   h s aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 ad h s a   h s a  ad h u   h u 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence ad h a   h a for all hH and similarly ad h b   h b for all
1 Ž . Ž .1 Ž .hH. So, w u  s a s b where a, b S L are nonzero eigen-
vectors for ad H with the same weight . We now have two cases to
distinguish:
Ž .i a, b are relatively prime. Then clearly w K.
Ž . Ž .ii a, b are not relatively prime. Let g S L be the greatest
Ž Ž . .common divisor of a and b S L is factorial . Then a a g and b b g1 1
Ž .for some relatively prime elements a , b  S L .1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..Also deg g  1 and therefore deg s a  deg a  1, deg s b 
Ž .deg b  1.
Now, since a and b are eigenvectors for ad H, the same is true of
Ž .a , b , g by 2 of Lemma 1. So, there exist , H* with  	 1 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that for all hH, ad h a   h a , ad h b   h b , and1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .ad h g   h g.
Ž . Ž .Since ad h commutes with s, it follows that s a and s b are eigenvec-1 1
Ž .tors with weight  and that s g is an eigenvector with weight  .
Ž . Ž .Hence s a s g is an eigenvector with weight 	   and has the1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .same leading term as s a . Consequently, s a  s a s g is an eigenvec-1
Ž Ž ..tor w.r.t. ad H with weight  and its degree is less than deg s a .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .1Now, w w 	 w where w  s a  s a s g s b and w 1 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .s a s g s b . Clearly, w  C D H and d w  d w , so by induc-1 1 1
tion w  K.1
On the other hand,
1 11w  s b s g s aŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1
1 1 1 s b  s b s g s g s a 	 s b s a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1
Ž Ž .. Ž .The first term is an element of C D H whose d-value is less than d w ,
and so belongs to K by induction. The second one also belongs to K by
Ždefinition since a and b are eigenvectors w.r.t. ad H with the same1 1
. 1weight and are relatively prime . Therefore, w  K and thus also w  K.2 2
Finally, w w 	 w  K.1 2
COROLLARY 5. Let L be any finite-dimensional Lie algebra oer k. Then
Ž Ž .. Ž .the center Z D L of D L is generated as a field by elements of the form
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .s a s b where a, b S L are nonzero relatiely prime semi-inariants of
Ž . Ž .S L w.r.t. ad L with the same weight.
  Ž Ž ..Proof. By Corollary 1.10 of 6, p. 329 any nonzero w Z D L can
1 Ž .be written as a quotient u where u,  U L are nonzero semi-in-
Ž .variants w.r.t. ad L with the same weight. Now the proof proceeds in the
same manner as that of Proposition 4.
Next, let f L* be a linear functional. The alternating bilinear form
Ž . Ž .x, y  f x, y on L is denoted by B . We putf
  L f  L  x L  f x , y  0 for all y L 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and i L min dim L f , the index of L.f L*
Ž . Ž . f is called regular if dim L f  i L . It is well known that the set Lreg
of all regular elements is an open dense subset of L*. L is stable underreg
the contragredient action of each automorphism Aut L.
LEMMA 6. Let H be a commutatie Lie subalgebra of L; x , . . . , x a1 n
basis of L; and E , . . . , E a basis of ad H, the algebraic hull of ad H End L.1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider x , x and E x as matrices with entries in R L . Then thei j i j
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following hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 i L  dim L rank x , x .RŽ L. i j
Ž . Ž Ž .ad H . Ž .2 tr deg R L  dim L  rank E x . In particular ,k RŽ L. i j
Ž .rank E x  dim L dim H.RŽ L. i j
Ž .3 Let f L*. Put

ad H  x L  f Ex  0 for all E ad H . 4Ž .Ž .
Then
 H C H  ad H H .Ž . Ž .
 Ž .Note that ad H H if ad H is algebraic.
Ž .4 Let k be the algebraic closure of k and put L L k andk
Ž . Ž . Ž .HH k. Then D H D L D H .k
Ž .  Proof. 1 This is Remark 1.14.13 of 8, p. 64 .
Ž . Ž .2 ad H and ad H are known to have the same invariants in R L .
Therefore,
ad H ad Htr deg R L  tr deg R LŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k
 dim L rank E xŽ .RŽ L. i j
 using 7, p. 336 .
Ž . Ž .ad HOn the other hand, R H  R L by the commutativity of H.
Hence,
ad Hdim H tr deg R H  tr deg R L  dim L rank E x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 H C H since H is commutative. Next, ad H annihilates C H ,
  Ž . Ž .so the same holds for ad H 5, p. 172 . Hence, C H  ad H .
 Ž .Finally, ad H ad H implies that ad H H .
Ž . Ž . 14 First we claim that any element wD H is of the form u
Ž . Ž .where uU H and 0  U H . We may assume that x , . . . , x is a1 d
basis of H over k. We can extend each  	Aut k to a k-automor-k
Ž . Ž . Ž .phism, also denoted by  , of U L and D L . Any element uU L
can be considered as a skew polynomial in x , . . . , x with coefficients in1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž  .k. Also, uU L if and only if  u  u for all  	 see 6, p. 326 .
1 Ž .We can write w yz with y, zU H , z 0. Let z  z, z , . . . , z 1 2 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .U H be the orbit of z under 	. Put n z  z z . . . z U H . By the1 2 r
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .commutativity of U H , we see that  n z  n z for all  	. Hence,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1n z U H and w yz  z n z , settling the claim.2 r
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1 Ž . Ž .Next, suppose that w u D H D L . It suffices to show that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .wD H . For any  	 we have that  u   w   w   
Ž . 1 Ž .w  u. Therefore, uU H and w u D H .
3. THE MAIN RESULT
THEOREM 7. Let H be a commutatie Lie subalgebra of L; x , . . . , x a1 n
basis of L; and E , . . . , E a basis of ad H, the algebraic hull of ad H1 m
End L. Then the following are equialent:
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .1 C D H D H , i.e., D H is a maximal subfield of D L .
Ž . Ž .ad H Ž .2 R L  R H .
Ž . Ž .3 rank E x  dim L dim H.RŽ L. i j
Ž . Ž . Ž4 ad H H with respect to some f L* in addition, f can be
.taken to be regular .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad HProof. 1 2 Clearly, R H  R L . Next take a generator
1 Ž .ad H Ž .ab  R L where a, b S L are nonzero homogeneous eigenvec-
Ž . Ž .tors w.r.t. ad H with the same weight H*, i.e., ad h a   h a and
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad h b   h b for all hH use Lemma 2 . Since each ad h commutes
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .with s, it follows that ad h s a   h s a and ad h s b   h s b for
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .ad H Ž . Ž . Ž .1all hH. Consequently, s a s b D L D H , i.e., s a s b
1 Ž . Ž . Ž . u for some nonzero u,  U H . Hence s a  us b . Taking
  Ž .  Ž .  Ž .   Ž .  leading terms yields  s a  s a  us b  u s b , i.e.,  a
  1   1 Ž . Ž .ad H Ž .u b. Therefore, ab  u   R H . So, R L  R H .
Ž . Ž .2 3 Taking the transcendency degree over k of both sides of 2
we obtain
ad Hdim H tr deg R H  tr deg R LŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k
 dim L rank E xŽ .i j
Ž Ž . .by 2 of Lemma 6 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad H Ž .3 2 R H is a subfield of R L . Using 3 we see that both
Ž .ad Hhave the same degree of transcendence over k. Hence R L is alge-
Ž . 1 Ž .ad H Ž .  4braic over R H . So any ab  R L with a, b S L  0 satisfies
p Ž .a nontrivial polynomial c X 	 	c X	 c where c  S H and c p 1 0 i p
Ž .0 c . We may assume that a and b are relatively prime, S L being0
factorial.
From
pa a
c 	 	c 	 c  0p 1 0ž / ž /b b
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we get
c a p	 c a p1b	 	c ab p1	 c b p 0.p p1 1 0
p Ž .Clearly, a divides c b in S L and hence also c , since a and b are0 0
Ž . Žrelatively prime. Consequently, a S H use Lemma 1 and the fact that
Ž .. Ž . 1 Ž .c  S H . Similarly, b S H . So, ab  R H .0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 1 Clearly, it suffices to show that C D H D H . This is
proved in two steps.
Ž .a k is algebraically closed. Then each ad h, hH, is trigonaliz-L
Ž . Ž .1able. Therefore we can apply Proposition 4. So, let s a s b be a
Ž Ž .. Ž .generator of C D L where a, b S L are relatively prime eigenvectors
w.r.t. ad H with the same weight H*.
1 Ž .ad H Ž . 1 1It follows that ab  R L  R H . Hence, ab  cd for some
Ž .nonzero c, d S H . Now, ad bc implies that b divides d and a divides
Ž . Ž Ž . .c in S L since a and b are relatively prime and S L is factorial . Hence
Ž . Ž . Ž .there are q and q S L such that bq d S H and aq c S H .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1 we may conclude that a, b S H and so s a , s b U H ,
Ž . Ž .1 Ž .and finally s a s b D H .
Ž .b k is arbitrary. Now let k be the algebraic closure of k and put
Ž . Ž .L L k, HH k. Because of the equivalence of 2 and 3 wek k
have
rank E x  dim L dim H .Ž .i j
Clearly, this condition remains satisfied under field extensions. In particu-
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad H  Ž .lar, 3 and hence also 2 hold for L and H, i.e., R L  R H . By
Ž . Ž .ad H  Ž .step a this implies that D L D H , since k is algebraically
Ž .ad H Ž .ad H  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .closed. Finally, D L D L D L D H D L D H ,
Ž .using 4 of Lemma 6.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 4 Take any f L*. By 3 of Lemma 6, H ad H . Also, it is
easy to see that

dim ad H  dim L rank f E xŽ . Ž .Ž .i j
and
max rank f E x  rank E x .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j
fL*
Moreover, the linear functionals f L* which attain this maximum form
an open dense subset of L*. Since L* has the same property, we canreg
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find a f L such thatreg
rank f E x  rank E x  dim L dim H .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j
 Ž . Ž .Therefore, dim ad H  dim H and thus ad H H.
Ž . Ž .4 3 By 2 of Lemma 6,
rank f E x  rank E x  dim L dim H .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j
Ž .On the other hand, 4 implies that

dim H dim ad H  dim L rank f E x .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
Ž Ž ..So, rank f E x  dim L dim H.i j
Ž .Consequently, rank E x  dim L dim H.i j
Ž . Ž .Remark 8. Clearly, if D H is a maximal subfield of D L then H
Ž Ž .. Žrespectively, U H is a maximal commutative subalgebra of L respec-
Ž ..tively, of U L . However, the converse does not hold. See Section 7,
Ž .Example 1. Also note that 3 of Theorem 7 implies that dim L dim H
 dim ad H.
LEMMA 9. Let H be a Lie subalgebra of L, and let B be an inariant,
symmetric bilinear form on L. If L has an ideal M such that MH and such
that the restriction of B to M is nondegenerate, then the Casimir element c with
Ž .respect to M does not belong to U H .
Proof. Since MH, there exists a basis x , . . . , x of M such that1 m
x H. In the case MH 0 we may assume that x , x , . . . , x ,1 p p	1 m
p 1, is a basis of MH. As the restriction of B to M is nondegenerate,
  Ž  .we can find a basis x , . . . , x of M such that B x , x  
 . The element1 m i j i j
cÝm x x is the Casimir element with respect to M. It is well-knowni1 i i
Ž Ž ..    mthat c Z U L 4, p. 51 . We may write x Ý a x for somej s1 s j s
m Ž .a  k. Consequently, Ý B x , x a  
 for all i, j. Clearly, thes j s1 i s s j i j
Ž .matrix A a is symmetric, being the inverse of the symmetric matrixs j
Ž Ž ..B x , x .i s
m
c x x  a x xÝ Ýi i s i i s
i1 s , i
m
2 a x 	 a x x 	 x xŽ .Ý Ýi i i i s i s s i
i1 is
m
2   a x 	 2 a x x 	 a x , xÝ Ý Ýi i i i s i s i s s i
i1 is is
m m
2 a x 	 2 a x x 	 b xÝ Ý Ýi i i i s i s i i
i1 is i1
for some b  k.i
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Next, we complete our basis to a basis of L: x , . . . , x , . . . , x ,1 p m
x , . . . , x , . . . , x such that x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x is a basis of H.m	1 q n p m m	1 q
Ž .Then, the last expression we obtained for c is the unique standard form
of c relative to this basis, using the PBW-theorem. Some of the coeffi-
cients a , s: 1, . . . , m are not zero, since A is invertible. Therefore x1 s 1
Ž .appears nontrivially in the standard form of c, which shows that cU H .
PROPOSITION 10. Let L be a nonabelian Lie algebra and H a Lie
Ž .subalgebra of L such that U H is a maximal commutatie subalgebra of
Ž .U L . Then the following hold:
Ž .1 L has no nontriial semi-simple ideals. In particular, L is not
semi-simple and any minimal ideal of L is abelian.
Ž .2 L does not admit a nondegenerate inariant symmetric bilinear
form.
Ž .Proof. 1 Apply Lemma 9 to the Killing form of L.
Ž .2 Apply Lemma 9 to the case that M L.
PROPOSITION 11. Let H be a commutatie Lie subalgebra of L such that
Ž . Ž .D H is a maximal subfield of D L . Let us assume that all ad h, hH,L
Žare trigonalizable, but that not all are nilpotent in particular, H is not an
. 0 1 qideal of L . Let L L  L   L be the decomposition of L into
 weight spaces w.r.t. H 8, Theorem 1.9.3 with nonzero weights  , . . . ,  1 q
H*. Then the following hold:
1.  , . . . ,  are -linearly independent.1 q
2. A L1   Lq is an abelian ideal of L.
Ž . Ž 0. Ž .3. D H is a maximal subfield in both D L and D B , where
BH A is a solable Lie algebra.
Ž . iProof. 1 L  0 implies that L  0. Choose x  L , x  0; i.e., i  ii i
ad h x   h x for all hH .Ž . Ž .i i i
Now suppose Ýq m   0 for some m .i1 i i i
ŽWe can arrange that m   after multiplication with a commoni
. Ž .denominator . Then in R L we have for all hH,
q
m m m m1 q 1 qad h x  x  m  h x  x  0Ž .Ž . Ý1 q i i 1 qž /
i1
m1 m q Ž .ad H Ž . Ž .Hence, x  x  R L  R H by 2 of Theorem 7 and this1 q
implies that all m  0.i
Ž .  0  i  i  i  j 2 Since L , L  L it suffices to show that L , L  0 for all
i, j.
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 i  j   i  j Suppose L , L  0. Then  	  is a weight because L , L i j
Li	 j. So, either  	   0 or  	    for some l, contradicting thei j i j l
fact that  , . . . ,  are -linearly independent.1 q
Ž . 0 Ž3 Clearly, H is a subalgebra of both L and B B is solvable since
.both BA
H and A are solvable . So,
D H D L0 D L and D H D B D L .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
the rest follows easily.
4. THE CASE WHERE dim H 1
THEOREM 12. Let L be a Lie algebra oer k with dim L 2 and suppose
Ž . Ž .there exists a x  L such that k x is a maximal subfield of D L . Then the0 0
following hold:
Ž .  41 If ad x is nilpotent, then L is two-dimensional with a basis x, x0 0
 such that x, x  x .0 0
Ž .2 If ad x is diagonalizable, then L has a basis x , x , . . . , x and0 0 1 n
nonanishing brackets
   x , x   x , . . . , x , x   x ,0 1 1 1 0 n n n
where  , . . . ,   k are linearly independent oer .1 n
Ž .3 If ad x is trigonalizable, but not one of the aboe, then L has a0
basis x , x , . . . , x and nonanishing brackets0 1 n
     x , x  x , . . . , x , x  x , x , x  x 	 x ,0 1 1 1 0 n1 n1 n1 0 n n1 n n1
where  , . . . ,   k are linearly independent oer .1 n1
Ž .Moreover, in all these cases U L is a primitive ring.
Ž .Proof. 1 Let x , x , . . . , x be a basis of L and put H kx .0 1 m 0
  Ž .Clearly, ad H is algebraic 5, p. 303 , so by 3 of Theorem 7,L
 1 rank x , x  dim L dim H .Ž .0 i
i : 0 , . . . , m
Therefore, dim L 2. The rest follows easily.
Ž .2 Next, suppose ad x is trigonalizable, but not nilpotent. Let0
0 1 q  4L L  L   L ,   k  0 ,i
be the decomposition of L into weight spaces w.r.t. ad x . Put H kx .0 0
Then H L0 and  , . . . ,  are -linearly independent and A L11 q
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  Lq is an abelian ideal by Proposition 11. First, we claim that
0 0   ŽL H. Suppose y L H. Then yH forces x , y  0 otherwise,0
Ž . .   Ž  y C H H . Also, x , y H otherwise x , y  ax for some a0 0 0
 1 k, a 0. Then x  x , a y which implies that ad x is nilpotent by0 0 0
 . Ž . Ž . pŽ .Lemma 4 of 10, p. 44 . So ad x y H and, similarly, ad x y H0 0
for all p, which contradicts the fact that y L0. This establishes the claim.
ŽNext, we observe that dim L  1. Indeed, suppose u,   L are i i
linearly independent over k, then u,  , and x are part of a basis of L and0
Ž .hence are algebraically independent over k in R L . On the other hand,
ad x u1  ad x u  u1 ad x  1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
  u u1  1  0.Ž .i i
1 Ž .ad H Ž . Ž . Ž .So, u  R L  R H  k x by 2 of Theorem 7. Thus we have0
.a contradiction.
Now, we distinguish two cases:
Ž .a ad x is diagonalizable.0
Then Li L . Take x  L , x  0, then x , x , . . . , x is a basis of L i  i 0 1 qi i such that x , x   x , i : 1, . . . , q, are the only nonvanishing brackets.0 i i i
Finally, put n q.
Ž .b ad x is not diagonalizable.0
Let ad x  S	N be the Jordan decomposition of ad x , where S0 0
ŽEnd L is semisimple and thus diagonalizable, since ad x is trigonaliz-0
.able and 0N End L is nilpotent.
 , . . . ,  are also the eigenvalues of S. Let ad H ad x be the1 q 0
 algebraic hull of ad H. Then by 3, p. 189 , ad x  SN S kN.0
So,
dim ad x  dim S	 10
q
 dim  	 1Ý i
i1
 q	 1.
 3, pp. 188189 .
By Remark 8,
dim L dim H	 dim ad H q	 2.
On the other hand, since ad x is not diagonalizable, there is at least one i0
such that Li  L .i
We may assume that i q.
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Hence dim Lq 2 and so dim L dim L0	Ýq dim Li q	 2.i1
Consequently, dim L q	 2, dim Lq 2, and dim Li 1 if i q.
Now, let x , x , . . . , x , x be a Jordan basis for ad x , i.e., x  L 0 1 q q	1 0 i  i
i Ž .L if i  q  1; x , x  L such that ad x x   x andq q	1  0 q q qq
Ž .ad x x   x 	 x . So, put n q	 1. Then x , x , . . . , x is a0 q	1 q q	1 q 0 1 n
basis of L, with nonvanishing brackets:
 x , x   x i : 1, . . . , n 10 i i i
 x , x   x 	 x .0 n n1 n n1
Ž . ŽFinally, it remains to show that U L is primitive for the Lie algebras in
Ž . Ž .    1 and 2 this has been done in 12, pp. 495497 and 13, p. 69 .
First, we need to construct a basis for ad L. Let E  S, E , . . . , E1 2 n1
be a basis of S. Then, for all i : 1, . . . , n 1,
E x  0, E x  a x , . . . , E x  a x , E x  a xi 0 i 1 i1 1 i n1 i , n1 n1 i n i , n1 n
Ž .for some a  k in fact, a   for all j .i j 1 j j
Put E N. Then, E , . . . , E , E is a basis of ad H. Next putn 1 n1 n
E  ad x , . . . , E  ad x , which are nilpotent endomorphisms.n	1 1 2 n n
Consequently, E , . . . , E , E , . . . , E form a basis of ad L. Next,1 n n	1 2 n
Ž . Ž .consider the 2n n	 1 matrix E x ,i j
0 a x  a x a x11 1 1, n1 n1 1, n1 n
...
0 a x  a x a xn1, 1 1 n1, n1 n1 n1, n1 n
0 0  0 xn1 . x 0  0 01 1
...
 x 0  0 0n1 n1
 x  x 0  0 0n1 n n1
Since E , . . . , E are k-linearly independent, the same is true of the first1 n1
Ž .n 1 rows of the matrix E x .i j
Therefore the matrix
a  a a11 1, n1 1, n1
...
a  a an1, 1 n1, n1 n1, n1
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has rank n 1, which implies that
a  a11 1, n1
...
a  an1, 1 n1, n1
has a nonzero determinant.
Ž . ŽFinally, rank E x  n	 1 dim L since the first n	 1 rows ofi j
Ž . Ž . Ž . .E x form a n	 1  n	 1 submatrix with nonzero determinant . Byi j
  Ž .6, p. 337 , U L is primitive.
5. COMMUTATIVE POLARIZATIONS
Solvable polarizations in a Lie algebra L are known to play an impor-
Ž .tant role in the construction of the induced representations of U L and
Ž .  their kernels, the primitive ideals of U L 8 . We will see that in this
Ž .situation commutative polarizations CP’s for short enter the picture quite
 naturally. First, we recall the following 8, 1.12.1 .
LEMMA 13. Let V be a finite-dimensional ector space oer k, B an
alternating bilinear form on V, and W a subspace of V. The largest dimension
1 Ž .of totally isotropic subspaces w.r.t. B is dim V	 dim V . Moreoer, the2
following conditions are equialent:
Ž .a W is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of V,
Ž . b WW ,
1 Ž . Ž .c WW and dim W dim V	 dim V .2
THEOREM 14. Let H be a commutatie Lie subalgebra of L; h , . . . , h a1 m
basis of H; and x , . . . , x a basis of L. Then,1 n
1 Ž Ž ..1. dim H dim L	 i L .2
2. The following conditions are equialent:
1 Ž Ž ..a. dim H dim L	 i L , i.e., H is a commutatie polariza-2
tion w.r.t. each f L .reg
 Ž .b. HH w.r.t. some f L* such an f is necessarily regular .
Ž .c. rank h , x  dim L dim H.RŽ L. i j
Ž . Ž .3. Each condition of 2 implies that D H is a maximal subfield of
Ž .D L . The conerse holds if ad H End L is algebraic.L
Ž .Proof. 1 Take any regular linear functional f  L*. Clearly
Ž .f H, H  0 since H is commutative. So H is a totally isotropic subspace
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of L with respect to the alternating bilinear form B . Then Lemma 13f
implies that
1 1dim H dim L	 dim L f  dim L	 i L .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž .2 Take any f L* and consider the alternating bilinear form B .f
Then HH and it is easy to verify that
dim H  dim L rank f h , x .Ž .ž /i j
Ž . Ž . a c Using Lemma 13, a implies that HH w.r.t. all f
L . On the other hand,reg
max rank f h , x  rank h , x .Ž . Ž .ž /i j RŽ L. i j
fL*
Moreover, the linear functionals f L* which attain this maximum form
an open dense subset of L*. Since L has the same property, we can findreg
an f L such thatreg
rank h , x  rank f h , x  dim L dim HŽ . Ž .ž /RŽ L. i j i j
 dim L dim H .
Ž .c b Choose f L* such that
rank f h , x  rank h , x  dim L dim H .Ž . Ž .ž /i j RŽ L. i j
Ž Ž .. So, dim H dim L rank f h , x  dim H .i j
Since HH , this implies HH .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b a First, i L  dim L f by the definition of the index i L .
Ž .Using Lemma 13 we obtain from b that
1dim H dim L	 dim L f . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž .On the other hand, by 1 ,
1dim H dim L	 i L .Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .Hence, dim L f  i L .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, dim L f  i L , i.e., f is regular. Substitution in 
gives
1dim H dim L	 i L .Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž . 3 Suppose b , i.e., HH w.r.t. some f L*. This implies H
Ž . Ž .ad H by 3 of Lemma 6. Application of Theorem 7 now proves the
Ž .first part of 3 .
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Ž . Ž .Conversely, suppose that D H is a maximal subfield of D L . Then
Ž .ad H H w.r.t. some g L* by Theorem 7. Using the assumption that
 Ž .ad H is algebraic, we see that H  ad H H.L
LEMMA 15. Let L be ad-algebraic and H L a maximal commutatie
Lie subalgebra of L. Then ad H is algebraic.L
Proof. Take any E ad H. We have to show that E ad H. Clearly,L L
ad H ad L ad L, L being ad-algebraic. So, E ad x for a suitableL
x L.
 Since ad H vanishes on H, the same holds for ad H 5, p. 172 .L L
Ž . Ž . ŽHence, ad x H  0, i.e., x C H H H being a maximal commu-
.tative Lie subalgebra of L . Consequently, E ad x ad H.L
This result and Theorem 14 now imply the following:
COROLLARY 16. Let L be ad-algebraic and H L a commutatie Lie
Ž . Ž .subalgebra of L. Then, D H is a maximal subfield of D L if and only if
1 Ž Ž ..dim H dim L	 i L .2
So, in the algebraic case only CP’s give rise to maximal subfields of
Ž . Ž Ž .D L not so in the almost algebraic case; see for instance 2 of Theorem
12 where we have H kx and H kx 	 	kx , the latter being a0 1 n
.CP of L . In particular, they all have the same dimension.
QUESTION. Let H , H be two CP ’s in an algebraic Lie algebra. Does1 2
Ž .there exist an Aut L such that  H H ?1 2
Answer. No; see Example 4 of Section 7.
 4PROPOSITION 17. Let g be a Lie algebra oer k with basis e , . . . , e and1 m
 4V be a g-module with basis  , . . . ,  with dim g dim V. For each f V *1 n
Ž .  Ž . 4we put g f  e g  f e  0 for all   V , the stabilizer of f. Consider
 the semi-direct product L g V in which e,   e , e g,   V, and in
which V is an abelian ideal.
Then the following are equialent:
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .1. D V  R V is a maximal subfield of D L .
2. V is a commutatie polarization of L.
Ž .3. i L  dim V dim g.
Ž .4. rank e   dim g.RŽV . i j
Ž .5. g f  0 for some f V *.
Moreoer, if these conditions are satisfied, then V is a faithful g-module.
Also,
g g
Z U L  S V and Z D L  R V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Proof. 1 2 Since V is an abelian ideal of L, ad V End L con-
 sists of nilpotent endomorphisms and hence is algebraic 5, p. 303 . Now
Ž .apply 3 of Theorem 14.
1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 3 V is a CP of L dim V dim L	 i L  i L 2
2 dim V dim L dim V dim g.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 4 By 2 of Theorem 14, V is a CP of L rank e ,  i j
Ž .dim L dim V rank e   dim g.i j
Ž .4 5 Take any f V *, then we see that
dim g f  dim g rank f e  .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
Therefore,
min dim g f  dim g max rank f e Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
fV * fV *
 dim g rank e  .Ž .RŽV . i j
The equivalence 4 5 now easily follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..Finally, 5 implies that V is a faithful module. As S V resp. R V is
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..a maximal commutative subalgebra resp. subfield of U L resp. D L ,
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .we see that Z U L  S V and Z D L  R V . It follows that
Ž Ž .. Ž . g Ž Ž .. Ž . gZ U L  S V and Z D L  R V . This generalizes Corollary 2.2 of
 1 .
EXAMPLE. If k is algebraically closed and g is a simple Lie algebra
with dim g dim V, acting irreducibly on V, then the conditions of Propo-
sition 17 are satisfied. Moreover, for each simple Lie algebra g there are
infinitely many irreducible modules V with dim g dim V.
   This follows from 2 . See also 15, p. 196 .
COROLLARY 18. Let L g V as in Proposition 17 with dim g dim V.
Ž . Ž . ŽThen, R V is a maximal subfield of D L if and only if L is Frobenius i.e.,
Ž . .i L  0 .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE. Let g gl n, k and VM k . g acts on V by left multi-n
plication. Put L g V. Clearly, dim g dim V.
Ž . Ž .Take B V and put f B  tr B . Then f V * and
g f  A gl n , k  tr AB  0 for all B V  0. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .So, the conditions of Proposition 17 hold. In particular, R V is a maximal
Ž .subfield of D L and L is Frobenius.
   See also 15, p. 196 and 14, pp. 4351 .
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6. THE FROBENIUS SEMIRADICAL
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over k. We put
F L  L f .Ž . Ž .Ý
fLreg
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Let Aut L. Then  F L  F L since  L f  L  f , f
 Ž . Ž .L . So, F L is a characteristic ideal of L containing the center Z L .reg
Clearly,
L is Frobenius if and only if F L  0.Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, examples show that LF L is not necessarily Frobe-
Ž . Žnius. Therefore, we call F L the Frobenius semiradical of L this term
.was suggested to us by Jacques Alev .
Remark 19. The following is easy to verify.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1 F L  Z L if and only if L is quadratic integrable i.e.,
Ž . Ž ..i L  dim Z L .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If L L  L direct product then F L  F L  F L .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .3 If L is abelian or semi-simple then F L  L. The same holds
for the diamond algebra, i.e., with basis t, x, y, z and nonvanishing brack-
     ets t, x x, t, y  y, and x, y  z.
PROPOSITION 20. Suppose L admits a commutatie polarization H. Then
Ž .F L H and hence is commutatie.
Proof. Take any f L . By assumption HH w.r.t. f.reg
Ž .   Ž .Then H L implies that L f  L H H. Consequently, F L
Ž .Ý L f H.f L reg
7. EXAMPLES
Ž .1 Let g be the four-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over k with4
   basis x , x , x , x and nonanishing brackets x , x  x , x , x  x .1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 3 4
Ž . Ž .Clearly, i g  dim g  rank x , x  2. Now, let H be the commu-4 4 i j
1 Žtative Lie subalgebra of g with basis x , x , x . dim H 3 dim g 	4 2 3 4 42
Ž .. Ž . Ž .i g . So, D H is a maximal subfield of D g by Corollary 16.4 4
On the other hand, the Lie subalgebra M with basis x , x is a maximal1 4
Ž .commutative Lie subalgebra of g . But D M is not a maximal subfield of4
Ž .D g by the same corollary, since dim M 3. So, g is a counterexample4 4
Ž .to Alev’s open question, mentioned in the Introduction. Also, F g H.4
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Ž .2 Let g be the five-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over k with5
basis x , x , x , x , x and nonvanishing brackets1 2 3 4 5
     x , x  x x , x  x x , x  x ,1 2 3 1 3 4 2 3 5
1Ž . Ž .Ž .i g  3. Hence, dim g 	 i g  4. But g does not have a four-di-5 5 5 52
mensional commutative Lie subalgebra. So, by Corollary 16, there is no
Ž . Ž .Lie subalgebra H of g for which D H is a maximal subfield of D g .5 5
Ž .Also note that F g  g .5 5
Ž .3 Let L be the Heisenberg Lie algebra over k with basis x , . . . , x ,1 n
 y , . . . , y , z with nonzero brackets x , y  z, i : 1, . . . , n. Clearly, the Lie1 n i i
subalgebra H with basis y , . . . , y , z is commutative and dim H n	 11 n
1 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . dim L	 i L , since i L  1. So, D H is a maximal subfield of2
Ž .D L .
Ž .4 Let L be the five-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over k with
basis x , x , x , x , x and nonzero brackets1 2 3 4 5
     x , x  x , x , x  x , x , x  x .1 2 4 1 4 5 2 3 5
1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Then i L  1 and dim L	 i L  3. Let H resp. H , H be the1 2 32
 4three-dimensional commutative Lie subalgebra of L with basis x , x , x1 3 5
Ž  4  4. Ž .resp. x , x , x , x , x , x . Then each D H is a maximal subfield of2 4 5 3 4 5 i
Ž .D L by Corollary 16. Clearly, H and H are ideals of L, while H is not.2 3 1
Ž .So, there is no Aut L such that  H H .1 2
Ž .5 Let L denote the five-dimensional solvable nonalgebraic Lie
algebra over k, with basis x , x , x , x , x and nonzero brackets1 2 3 4 5
     x , x  x x , x  x x , x  x .1 3 3 2 4 4 1 2 5
1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Then i L  1 and dim L	 i L  3. Let H resp. H , H be the1 2 32
 4 Žthree-dimensional commutative Lie subalgebra with basis x , x , x resp.,1 4 5
 4  4. Ž . Ž .x , x , x , x , x , x . Then each D H is a maximal subfield of D L2 3 5 3 4 5 i
Ž .by 3 of Theorem 14.
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